
Section I. Program Completer
How many candidates completed programs that prepared them to work in preschool through grade 12 settings in the 2011-
2012 academic year (September 1, 2011-August 31, 2012) ?

Include candidates who

 completed a program that made them eligible for a teaching license, 

 are licensed teachers who completed a graduate program, and

 completed a program to work as a school administrator, school psychologist, school library media specialist, reading
specialist, and other specialties in schools.

Include the candidates who have completed a bachelor's, post-bachelor's, master's, specialist, or doctoral program. 
Programs may or may not be tied to a state license or credential.

Section II. Display of Candidate Performance Data
Where is candidate performance data displayed on your institution's website?
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Public Accountability Measures:
http://www.towson.edu/coe/ncate/accountabilitymeasures.asp
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Section III. Substantive Changes

Have any of the following substantive changes occurred at your institution or unit during the 2011-2012 
academic year?

1. Addition or removal of a preparation program at any level (e.g., a master degree).

No Change / Not Applicable

2. Changes in program delivery from traditional to distance learning programs in which more than 50 percent 
of the courses are not delivered face-to face.

No Change / Not Applicable

3. Change in control of institution. Please indicate any changes in control or ownership of the institution such 
as a merger with another institution, separation from an institution, purchase of an institution, etc.

No Change / Not Applicable

4. Increased in program offerings for education professionals at off-campus sites both within and outside the 
United States.

No Change / Not Applicable

5. Significant changes as the result of a natural disaster or other unforeseen circumstances.

No Change / Not Applicable

6. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in Delivery of a program in whole or in significant 
part by a non-profit or for-profit partner

No Change / Not Applicable

7. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in Budget

No Change / Not Applicable

8. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in Candidate enrollment

No Change / Not Applicable

9. Significant change (25 percent increase or decrease) in Size of the full-time faculty

No Change / Not Applicable


Yearly Assessment System Update

& Data Analysis Report

[ACADEMIC YEAR]


Program Report for 


Initial Certification in


[PROGRAM TITLE (SPA NAME)]


Prepared by:


[Names]


Submitted:


[DATE]


Preamble

This template was created to facilitate annual reporting in all Teacher Education programs. The report consists of three parts, which are described below. Completing this report provides evidence that your program is maintaining an active assessment system, and clarifies where programs are strong or weak in relation to SPA and MSDE standards. This year, there are a few minor changes to the reporting template in response to University and external priorities. These changes are highlighted within the report. The template is intentionally similar to the NCATE “Continuing Recognition” option for programs completing SPA reports.


Part I is the Yearly Assessment System Update (YASU) and contains four sections.  Section I asks for program demographics. Section II is a listing of the program assessments, including information about type of assessment and when the assessment is completed within the program’s sequence. Section III is a table that explains the alignment of assessments to program standards. Section IV contains data tables, reporting results from assessments completed this year.


Part II is the Data Analysis Report (DAR) and is a narrative explaining the program’s explicit use of data to make program improvements. 

Part III is your program-specific responses to the revised Maryland Accreditation: Selected Accountability Priorities from the Maryland Institutional Performance Criteria.  


Each section contains its own set of completion instructions. Questions should be addressed to Jeff Kenton, Assistant Dean College of Education.


PART I - YEARLY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM UPDATE

Section I – Program Enrollment and Completers


Beginning in the AY2010-2011 report, please disaggregate your responses to “data” questions by program level (i.e. undergrad versus MAT) and by program location (campus v. name of off-campus locations)

		Academic Year 2011-2012



		Enrollment


(by location and/or level)

		# of new admits

		#of completers



		

		

		



		

		

		





SECTION II— LIST OF ASSESSMENTS


In this section, list the assessments that are being submitted as evidence for meeting the [SPA] standards. All programs must provide a minimum of six assessments. For each assessment, indicate the type or form of the assessment and when it is administered in the program. Be explicit describing your assessments, including passing scores or minimum satisfactory performances. For example, if you use Praxis II test scores for Assessment #1, please explain which Praxis test your students take, and the state’s “cut score” for that test.

		Name of Assessment

		Type or Form of Assessment

		When the Assessment Is administered



		1

		[Licensure assessment, or other content-based assessment (required)]



		

		



		2

		[Assessment of content (required)]




		

		



		3

		[Assessment of candidate ability to plan (required)]


		

		



		4

		[Assessment of clinical practice (required)]


		

		



		5

		[Assessment of candidate effect on student learning (required)]


		

		



		6

		[Additional assessment that addresses standards (required)]


		

		



		7

		[Additional assessment that addresses standards ( optional)]


		

		



		8

		[Additional assessment that addresses standards (optional)]


		

		





SECTION III—ALIGNMENT OF ASSESSMENTS TO STANDARDS


For each standard on the chart below, identify the assessment(s) in Section II that address each standard. In the “Standard” column, please write out the program standard (indicator) statements. Each assessment may apply to multiple standards. 


		STANDARD 

		APPLICABLE ASSESSMENTS FROM SECTION II



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8



		

		□#1     □#2     □#3     □#4


□#5     □#6     □#7     □#8





SECTION IV—DATA TABLES

Please copy the assessment descriptions from section II into the data tables below (including the pass/fail cutoff description), and include the data collected during this year’s administrations of those assessments. Please include data only from this year’s administrations of assessments from your system. Some data may be on a “lag year” (e.g. Praxis scores). In those cases, identify the most recent year available. Where possible, disaggregate the data tables by program level, and/or location.

		SAMPLE: CONTENT KNOWLEDGE: 


Praxis II – Test Number 9999: Writing YASU/DAR Reports. (AY 2011-2012 data is from September 1, 2010-August 31, 2011 and was received in February 2012)


State mandated “cut score” is 190 / 225.


# of students who took the test: 119


 # of students who passed: 117


Passing rate: 98%


Disaggregation by location is n/a








		#1 (Required)-CONTENT KNOWLEDGE: 


Data from licensure tests or professional examinations of content knowledge.







		#2 (Required)-CONTENT KNOWLEDGE: 


Assessment of content knowledge in the language to be taught.







		#3 (Required)-PEDAGOGICAL AND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND DISPOSITIONS: 

Assessment that demonstrates candidates can effectively plan classroom-based instruction.  







#4 (Required)- PEDAGOGICAL AND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND DISPOSITIONS: 

Assessment that demonstrates candidates' knowledge, skills, and dispositions are applied effectively in practice.



		#5 (Required)-EFFECTS ON STUDENT LEARNING: 


Assessment that demonstrates candidate effects on student learning.







		#6 (Required)  

Additional assessment that addresses standards.







		#7 (Optional)  

Additional assessment that addresses standards.







		#8 (Optional)  

Additional assessment that addresses standards.





		Dispositions Data: (CPP-provided Essential Dispositions &  INTASC 3, 5, 9, 10 data)






		Diversity Proficiencies: (CPP -provided INTASC 2, 3, 7 data) While diversity-related proficiencies are implicit in all of the INTASC Principles, Principles 2, 3, and 7 are most explicit in their inclusion of diversity-related performances/proficiencies which candidates are required to know and demonstrate. These data provided the basis for the UNIT response in the Institutional Report. Some programs may have program-specific assessments; if so, pls add that data.)






		Technology  (CPP-provided INTASC 6 data)







PART II – DATA ANALYSIS REPORT

EXPLICIT USE OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS TO IMPROVE 


CANDIDATE AND PROGRAM PERFORMANCE


Evidence must be presented in this section that assessment results have been analyzed and have been or will be used to improve candidate performance and strengthen the program. This description should not link improvements to individual assessments but, rather, it should summarize principal findings from the evidence, the faculty’s interpretation of those findings, and changes made in (or planned for) the program as a result. Please respond to the four questions below:

1. Have the change(s) in response to data that you documented last year had the desired effect on your program? Please provide specifics referencing prior changes that you submitted in [AY 2010-2011].

2. What significant findings emerge from your examination of these data?

3. How have you involved faculty in your identification of the implications of these data?

4. What specific actions will you take in response to these data?


PART III –Maryland Accreditation 

Selected Accountability Priorities from the 


Maryland Institutional Performance Criteria (rev. for 10-11)*

STANDARD 1:   CANDIDATE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND DISPOSITIONS 

A.  Strong Academic Background (as appropriate to programs identified below)

ECED, ELED, SPED, MAT (ECED, ELED, SPED), Math, Science:  


a. How does your program provide instruction in mathematics and science for teacher candidates?


b. How does your program assess proficiency in mathematics and science for early childhood and elementary education teacher candidates?


c. How does your program use assessment data to address areas of candidate weakness in mathematics and/or science?


SCED (ENGL, FOLA, HLTH, MATH, PHED, SCIE, SOSC): Do secondary teacher education candidates major in their certificate area?


ALL Programs: 


a. What evidence demonstrates that your teacher candidates possess knowledge and skills that are consistent with Maryland’s PreK-12 content standards (as evidenced in the State Curriculum)?


b. In what ways do arts and sciences faculty work with education and local school system faculty to achieve PreK-16 standards alignment? (MSDE specific example—how your programs align the teacher preparation content curriculum with PreK-12 content standards, making important curriculum revisions as needed)

B.  Pedagogical Knowledge— ALL Programs


a. How does your program provide instruction in reading for your teacher candidates?


b. How does your program ensure that all state-approved reading outcomes continue to be addressed in the program?


c. How does your program assess teacher candidate proficiency in reading instruction for your programs?


*Numbering and lettering reflect the Accreditation Reporting Template/


  Redesign of Teacher Education)


C. 
Student learning for teacher candidates— ALL Programs


a. How does your program provide instruction in Maryland’s school accountability system appropriate to the certification program (State Curriculum; Core Learning Goals; Maryland Model for School Readiness [Early Childhood]; Maryland School Assessments [Elementary/Middle School], High School Assessments)? (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to program provide instruction in Maryland’s school accountability system.)


b. Provide detailed explanation of how your program assesses teacher candidate proficiency in knowledge, skills and dispositions related to Maryland assessments? (MSDE specific example: provide summarized candidate performance data demonstrating Early Childhood Education candidates’ ability to explain to parents the purposes and goals of the Maryland Model for School Readiness, as it is used in their own child’s classroom.  Others, for planning, adapt to your program-specific assessments.) 


STANDARD 2.  Performance Assessment—ALL Programs


The education unit provides formative and summative performance feedback to candidates.


a. Provide detailed explanation of how your program monitors progress and uses feedback mechanisms with teacher candidates, including support and counseling available to candidates facing difficulties.


b. Provide detailed explanation of how your program provides performance feedback at critical milestones (such as entry requirements, progression from each program-specific internship to the next level internship, and exit requirements).


STANDARD 3.  FIELD EXPERIENCES AND CLINICAL PRACTICE - PDS  (Initial Certification Only- ECED, ELED, HLTH, PHED, SCED, SPED, MAT (ECED, ELED, SPED)


Design, implementation, and evaluation of field experiences and clinical practice Maryland Redesign

a. What is the number of interns in each Professional Development School (PDS) site?


b. What is the total number of schools in which an intern in your program can be placed across the two consecutive semesters of the year-long internship?


c. How does your program ensure that each candidate is trained in a diverse setting?


d. Provide detailed explanation how your program achieves an internship of 100 days across two consecutive semesters in a PDS for each certification area (excluding PreK-12 areas) at the baccalaureate and full-time post-baccalaureate level?


e. How does your program structure internships for MAT/post-baccalaureate programs? 


f. Provide detailed explanation of the process your program uses to collaboratively plan and implement each of your PDSs, using the Maryland PDS Standards (5 standards).


g. Provide a table including EACH of your PDS (for multi-school PDS, identify as one PDS (include each school); do not list by individual schools) and identify its developmental stage (guided by Maryland’s PDS Assessment Framework). 


STANDARD 4.   DIVERSITY - ALL Programs


Experiences working with diverse students in P-12 schools? 

(For MD, this now refers to race/ethnicity, socio-economic status, English Language Learners [ELL], giftedness and inclusion of students with special needs in regular classrooms; recent revisions added the assessment of teacher prep’s focus on English Language Learners [ELL], and giftedness.)

a. Provide detailed explanation how your program provides instruction in how to teach a         diverse student population. (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to develop and implement specific integrated learning experiences that   address diverse student population needs. 


b.  Provide detailed explanation how your program assesses proficiency of teacher candidates in developing and implementing integrated learning experiences for diverse student needs?

c. Provide detailed explanation how your program provides instruction in how to plan instruction, adapt materials, implement differentiated instruction in an inclusive classroom, to conduct functional behavior assessments, and to provide positive behavior support for students with disabilities. (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to plan instruction, adapt materials, and implement differentiated instruction in an inclusive classroom, and to provide positive behavior support for students with disabilities.) 


d. How does your program assess proficiency of teacher candidates in planning instruction, adapting materials, implementing differentiated instruction, and to provide positive behavior support for students with disabilities in an inclusive classroom?


e. Provide detailed explanation how your program provides instruction in how to differentiate instruction for English Language Learners (ELL). (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to differentiate instruction for English Language Learners).


f. How does your program assess proficiency of teacher candidates’ ability to differentiate instruction for English Language Learners?


g. Provide detailed explanation how your program provides instruction in how to differentiate instruction for gifted and talented students. (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to differentiate instruction for gifted and talented students).


h. How does your program assess proficiency of teacher candidates’ ability to differentiate instruction for gifted and talented students?

i. Provide detailed explanation how your program provides instruction in how to collaboratively plan and teach with specialized resource personnel? (Be aware that you will be asked to provide evidence of teacher candidates’ ability to collaboratively plan and teach with specialized resource personnel.)


j. How does your program assess proficiency of teacher candidates in collaboratively planning and teaching with specialized resource personnel?


YASU-DAR Template



Section IV. Areas for Improvement

Summarize activities, assessments and outcomes toward correcting AFI(s) cited in the last Accreditation Action 
Report, if applicable.

Areas for Improvement related to Standard 2 cited as a result of the last NCATE review:

This year, we will highlight the SPED MEd and the ILPD MS Programs, and their use of data-based decision making principles. 
The ILPD MS program is undergoing a transition in ELCC standards, after being Nationally recognized with the former standards.
The most significant finding for the department last year was the need to examine the comprehensive exams and the internship 
experience. The prior 100% pass rate is now at 76%. This is slightly lower than the 83% pass rate for the State of Maryland, which 
also declined from its former pass rate of 98%. The faculty recognize the need to work more strenuously on ELCC Standard 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, and plan to address this in our course and internship revision processes. The SPED MEd program reports the
2011-2012 data show improvement in all five of the areas identified last year. It should also be noted that during this same period 
of time (2011-12) in the Special Education Department, the total Student Credit Hour production increased by 7%, with total 
program enrollments also increasing.  No significant difference in data was evident between courses taught on the TU campus 
compared to the off-site locations, nor was there a difference between data from courses taught by part-time versus full time 
faculty.  The faculty used a retreat to review the 2011-12 strategic plan, created from the 2010-11 data. Following the retreat, 
Individual Practice Plans identified actions that would support program and department plans. 

Section V: Continuous Improvement Pathway

1. Check the standard your unit has selected to move toward target level for your next onsite visit.

2. Summarize progress toward target level performance on the standard(s) selected.
In 2011-2012, as part of evidence re. our ongoing effort to achieve “target,” the Unit:
-- continued its review of national, professional, and state standards; completed a review of its Conceptual Framework to address 
standards and related assessments.
--continued the use of an expanded YASU/DAR, providing greater focus on diversity, per expanded MSDE Institutional Priorities re.
individual diversity “elements”; additional focus on candidates' abilities to differentiate instruction for English Language Learners 
and Gifted & Talented students, as well as ensuring candidates have broad experiences with "other school personnel".
-- as a result of the Unit's continued use of YASU/DAR processes in gathering, analyzing and reporting program information, the 
programs that received conditions in the Fall 2011 review time frame were immediately able to report an additional two semesters 
of data before the next submission deadline in September 2012.
-- expanded its use of the "Secondary Education YASU", enabling the department chairperson a clearer insight into the operations 
of its five constituent programs.This YASU/DAR is an “umbrella” effort, aggregating all SCED discipline YASU/DAR report. This 
allowed faculty to review performance data and develop SCED-program wide plans for improvement.
--continued to develop and use information technology to improve its assessment system. CPP expanded its use of StudentVoice 
(now CampusLabs) for its Program Evaluation Assessment to ALL programs in the Unit. The unit piloted the use of Campus Labs 
(formerly Student Voice) for mentor and university supervisor intern evaluations, as well as "Unit Evaluation Day" activities.
--InTASC implementation Plan finalized. The Unit uses these standards as a way to provide "apples to apples" comparisons across 
all programs; something the individual programs' SPA standards cannot do. INTASC statements appeared on Course syllabi, 
course project rubrics, student teaching handbooks, summative evaluation rubrics, student teaching evaluations and our one and 
three year alumni surveys. 

3. Summarize data to demonstrate that the unit continues to meet Standard 2: Assessment System and Unit Evaluation in 
the area of unit operations. Submit sample data/evidence/exhibits, one or two samples.
The Professional Education Unit at Towson University instituted the Yearly Assessment System Update and Data Analysis Report 
(YASU/DAR) in AY 2006-2007 as one of its primary data gathering and reporting mechanisms for unit operations. Within this
report, all Unit programs are expected to track and monitor past program performance, identify areas of program strength and 
weakness, and - based on prior academic year data - propose changes to programs intending to improve candidate and program 
performance. The YASU/DAR are reviewed by the Unit Assessment Coordinator, and necessary additional improvements are
proposed for programs.

The YASU/DAR consists of three sections. The template (attached) is intentionally similar to a national spa report template. The 

1. The unit’s use of data to make improvements is inconsistent across programs. (ADV)

Std. 1gfedc Std. 2gfedcb Std. 3gfedc Std. 4gfedc Std. 5gfedc Std. 6gfedc



template was expanded for the AY 2009-2010 report to include an MSDE section related diversity priorities, and related to 
candidate work with school resource personnel during their student teaching experiences. For the AY 2012-2013 report, the 
template will be further expanded to collect information about candidate preparation for the Maryland Common Core Curriculum, for 
Student Learning Objectives (SLOs), and preparing for the new Maryland teacher-principal evaluation system.

The YASU DAR is a year-long cycle that begins in August with the distribution of the annual data set. From August until November,
unit programs use this data set to complete the template, reporting areas of program strength and weakness. To maintain the 
validity of the data set, the Unit leadership reminds all unit programs at the midpoint of each semester and 2 - 3 weeks before the 
end of each semester, to finalize their semester data contributions (i.e. student teaching evaluations, portfolio reviews, active 
course syllabi, and integration of any national program standards updates, etc.)

The unit attempts to eliminate bias in its data gathering efforts by collecting data from multiple sources (student teaching 
evaluations are collected from University student teaching supervisors and mentor teachers - these evaluations are collected at 
least twice a semester for each student; student teachers and mentor teachers are separately evaluated by student teachers, etc.). 
The outcomes of this triangulation effort attempt to increase the validity and reliability of the program wide estimate of candidate 
performance. Because of these efforts, most programs have identified proposals for changes that have led to quantitative 
improvements in candidate and program performance.

Since 2009, the unit YASU DAR requires programs to dis-aggregate student performance data by program level and by location. In 
several instances, this disaggregation has helped to identify location-specific and/or level-specific irregularities in student
performance reporting. Because these data were made available to program coordinators and graduate program directors, the 
source of these irregularities could be identified and addressed.

 

Exhibits that support the narrative:  YASU-DAR Template 

Report Preparer's Information
Name: Jeffrey Kenton

Phone: 4107044226

E-mail: jkenton@towson.edu


